System
Integrators

A reliable partner for mezzanine solutions

In addition to deep technical know-how in mezzanine design, MiTek Mezzanine Systems has a
proven track record of reliability in project management to deliver solutions on time. Our agility
and commitment to quality means that a partnership with us secures benefits for system
integrators and their clients:
Rapid response

Global presence

Our in-house technical expertise and
engineering software ensure the
optimal structural design at the most
economical cost, with the ability to
modify projects quickly and efficiently.

Our ability to handle very large-scale
projects to a consistent standard anywhere in
the world is underpinned by an agile supply
chain that enables rapid project delivery.

Proven reliability
Engineering quality

We have a reputation for adhering to
detailed project time-lines, allowing
phased hand-overs for follow-on trades
and the earliest possible completion date.

Unrivalled strength and stability
ensure minimal deflection, with our
mezzanine solutions CE marked and
our company being ISO 9001 certified.

Enhanced integration
In large or complex projects, we ensure
optimal interfaces between the mezzanine
solution and automated handling systems or
other machinery.
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System Integrator
Distribution centre mezzanine for major retail clothing company
Challenge

Solution

Design and installation of a multi-level
mezzanine solution that would allow
for future changes, especially to
racking positions. In addition, the
mezzanine structure needed to
integrate with a number of automated
equipment.

The Mezzanine7® solution was chosen
as its increase in point load capacity
provided the flexibility required.
MiTek Mezzanine Systems’ in-house
software and engineering expertise
ensured the mezzanine design met all
integration requirements.

Barcelona, Spain
Integrator client

Mezzanine floor within fulfilment centre for major e-commerce company
Challenge

Solution

Multi-million-pound project with over
twenty mezzanine support structures to
integrate with various elements of major
e-commerce client’s automation process.
Dedicated high performance/low frequency
floor for sensitive scanning equipment
needed a customised solution.

Installation of our Mezzanine7® solution
and incorporating b-deck40® provided
the low frequency solution required.
Precise project management of multiinstallation crews and careful site
supervision delivered the project on time
and to the client’s needs.

Partnership with integrators
MiTek Mezzanine Systems works alongside the world's
top system integrators to design and deliver
future-proofed mezzanine floors.
"The service we provide surpasses customer expectations," says Matt Loveday, MiTek Mezzanine Systems'
Operations Director. "It's a proven philosophy that has
enabled us to grow with our integrator clients over the
past 30 years."
Global presence

The first global mezzanine company, MiTek Mezzanine Systems
has delivered more than 10,000 installations worldwide. Global
presence means the capacity to handle very large projects while
securing economies of scale, enhanced access to the latest
technologies through shared R&D and a wider, more unified
service network. "These benefits are particularly attractive for
system integrators, who value our ability to meet the needs of
international brands in a consistent way across borders," says
Matt Loveday.

Quality by design

Automated equipment can be extremely heavy and also highly
sensitive to vibration. "Integrators value the strength, stability
and quality of our mezzanine structures," explains Matt Loveday.
"Our solutions are underpinned by our ISO 9001 and CE marking
accreditations, which ensure that quality is guaranteed at every
stage, from design to installation."

Agility is key

Milton Keynes, UK
Integrator client

Although product quality is important, Matt Loveday believes

that it is speed and agility that set MiTek Mezzanine Systems
apart. "Integrators often have to modify projects quickly during
the project design phase, or even on site. They value our ability
to respond rapidly with changes to the mezzanine design, which
we can do because we have the software and engineering
expertise in house. Our robust supply chain also adds extra
agility."

On time, every time

Being a global business enables MiTek Mezzanine Systems to
harness new technologies and processes to minimise project
delivery times. "We have a reputation for high-speed project
delivery, even in phased programmes for large-scale, multi-tier
installations," says Matt Loveday. "The faster we can deliver a
project, the sooner the end user can profit from it and the
happier our integrator clients are. We partner with local
suppliers to ensure rapid response and the most cost-effective
solution, while also minimising our carbon footprint."

Partnership pays

As well as technical expertise in the design of mezzanine floors
and ancillary products, MiTek Mezzanine Systems provides a
comprehensive service for
building regulations approval
and fire protection strategy.
"By working on successive
projects for an integrator, we get
to know their kit and processes
really well and that definitely
saves time and reduces risk,"
adds Matt Loveday.
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